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GREYZDORF IS BUYING $51 MILLION BTR SINGLE-FAMILY
PORTFOLIOS BEFORE JUNE 2020
Greyz Seller Desk Is Now Open
Atlanta, Ga, March 9, 2020 – Greyzdorf announced today they are buying $51 million of Build for
Rent single-family portfolios before June 2020.
The Build for Rent single-family portfolios to be sold as OTC high yield corporate bonds or other
structure securities backed by Class A new construction single-family rental communities’
portfolios are implemented to purchase new construction single-family rental portfolios.
Greyzdorf announced that they are finalizing the purchase of a market-making OTC broker-dealer.
The Build for Rent single-family portfolios will be purchased through Greyz Seller Desk. Greyz
Seller Desk is an innovative platform where property developers and owners can sell their portfolio
directly to Greyzdorf BTR LLC quickly. The platform allows the developers to monitor and track
their sale continuously.
The Greyz Seller Desk is a simple, seamless, and powerful gateway for selling rental portfolios to
Greyzdorf BTR LLC. It eliminates the tedious process involved in selling properties. Greyz Seller
Desk handles all the property sale procedures, and the owner or developers can focus on building
their assets without worrying about selling them.
What is in it for developers or builder owners?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The enterprise-level web application to upload your portfolios for sale
Greyzdorf purchases all the properties on its own, eliminating brokers
Post-sale commissions which remove upfront broker fees and advertising costs
Ability to close high-volume deals in a quick time of fewer than 30 days
Bank to Bank money transfers on sale completion to ensure seller security
Optimized tracking of the sale process in real-time
Available 24*7 to register and sell properties with no time bounds
Seamless and easy to handle UI/UX developed for non-technical people
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Eligibility Criteria
•
•
•
•
•

Only for owners or developers
Property should be newly built
100% online application
Property should be in the United States
Ownership should pass Eligibility Checks

GREYZDORF BTR LLC
Greyzdorf BTR LLC is a blockchain company and a property management company that carries
out extensive research on incorporating cutting-edge technology into asset management and
cross-border real estate financial instruments.
Greyzdorf is incorporating its new construction single-family rental building platform, property,
and asset management to create a new platform. Greyz Seller Desk that can buy build for rent
single-family portfolios in less than 30 days through vetting, approval, and settlement phases.
(https://www.greyzdorf.io)
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